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As we know that Dahmen and Micchelli have made a fairly complete survey concerning the 
recent progress in multivariate splines (cf. [20]). Here we will try to introduce some results on the 
dimension, basis, and related problems of multivariate spline spaces. It can be seen that many 
results shown in this paper are published for the first time. 
Because of the incompleteness of this survey and the list of references the reader is referred to 
the following articles [1,20] and their bibliographies. 
1. On the existence for hivariate splines 
Let D be a domain in KS’, and A a grid of irreducible algebraic curves that divide D into a 
finite number of cells. Each boundary curve segment that separates two adjacent cells will be 
called a grid-segment, the two endpoints of a grid segment will be called grid-point, and the 
grid-point inside of D will be called interior grid-point. Let P, denote the collection of all 
polynomials with real coefficients and total degree k, that is, each p E P, has the form 
k k-i 
p( x9 _Y) = C C cijxi_Yjt 
i-0 j-0 
where cij are real numbers. A function s in P(D) will be called a bivariate spline function of 
degree (k, p) on a grid partition A, if the restriction of s to each cell of this partition is in Pk. the 
collection of all these bivariate spline functions will be denoted by St(A) = Sl(A; 0). 
Using Bezout’s theorem in Algebraic geometry, the following result was pointed out in [28]. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let D, and D, be two adjacent cells of a partition A with common grid-segment c,: 
I,,( x, y) = 0, and the representation of function s( x, y) on D, and D, be polynomials in P, given by 
pi( x, y) and p,(x, y) respectiuely. Then s(x, y) E S[( A; D, U D,) if and only if 
P;(x, Y) -P,(x, Y) = [l,,(x, 
where Qij(Xy Y) E ‘k-(p+i)-degree,,,)* 
The above polynomial Q,j(x, y) is 
across cj from 0, to D, (cf. [7,28]). 
- Q;j(x* Y) s Q,;(x, Y). 
Y)y+’ * Qtj(xv 1’)7 (1.1) 
called the smoothing cofactor of the function s(x, y) 
Note that cj = r/; (or 1,/(x, y) = /,i(x, y)), therefore 
A immediate corollary of Lemma 1.1 is the following result [28]. 
Corollary 1.1. Let A be a partition that all grid segments are given by r,, . . . , I’,: 
13.: I,(x, y)=O, i=l,..., N, 
where li( x, y) is an irreducible polynomial of degree n, (i = 1,. . . , N ). In order to exist a s( x, 
y) E S[( A) \ P,, the integers k and p haoe to satisfy 
k>(~+l).min(n,,...,n,}. (1.2) 
Let ri,...,rNCA, be all grid segments which are passing through the interior grid point A, 
where I’;: li(x, y)=O, i= l,..., N(A). Denote by Qi( x, y) the smoothing cofactor of function 
s(x, y) across c travelling in the counter-clockwise direction around A. We call ([28], also cf. 
[71) 
C [l;(X, _Y)]cc* * Qi(X, _J’) c 0, (1.3) 
i-l 
the conformality condition at grid-point A of the partition A. It is well known that Strang has 
already displayed this idea for c1 piecewise polynomials on triangulation [27]. 
Let Al,. . . , AM be all interior grid-points of a given partition A, we call [28] 
c [li(x, y)]“+*.Qi(x, y)=O, r=l,..., M (1.4) 
i-l 
the global conformality condition of the partition A. 
We have the following an existence theorem of bivariate splines [28]. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be any partition of D. The function s( x, y) is a bioariate spline belonging to 
Sj!( A) if and on& if for any grid-segment cj, there exists a smoothing cofactor Q,j( x, y) of the 
function s(x, y), and the function s(x, y) satisfies the global conformality condition (1.4). 
As in [28], a function s( x, y) E S[( A) is called the non-degenerate bivariate spline, if s( x, y) 
has at least one non-zero smoothing cofactor. It is obvious that the following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) the function s( x, y) is a non-degenerate bivariate spline; 
(ii) s(x, y) belongs to S{(A) \ P,; 
(iii) the linear equations corresponding to the global conformality condition (1.4) of s( x, y) has 
non-trivial solution. 
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Theorem 1.1 shows that the existence and related properties of bivariate splines are depended 
on the partition A of D. It is important for applications to know how many dimensions the space 
S,“( A ) have. 
By means of Theorem 1.1, we can obtain [31]: 
Theorem 1.2. Let A be a partition of D, and the degrees of all grid segments are n,, n *,. . . , n, 
respectively. Then 
where 7 is the rank of coefficient matrix [GCC] of I’ mear equations determined by the global 
conformality condition of the partition A. 
In view of Theorem 1.2, to determine the dimension of .S[(A), it is sufficient to calculate the 
rank of matrix [GCC]. 
Corollary 1.2. Let n, = n, = - . - = nN = 1. Then 
where 7 is the same as stated above [29]. 
By Lemma 1.1, it is easy to see that the bivariate spline 
extension’. Using this property, it is not hard to show the 
variate splines. 





Let a partition A divide the domain D into finite cells D,, D,, . . . , D,. Without loss of 
generality, we will take the call D, as a ‘source cell’. let c’ be any given flow curve from the source 
cell D, into all the other cells of this partition A, and satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) For every cell, c’ is to flow in and out one time, respectively; 
(2) c’ does not pass through any grid-point; 
(3) The number of times that Z crosses over every gridsegment does not more than one. 
Let c’ be any given flow curve, and cj : I,,( x, y) = 0 be any grid-segment of the partition A. 
When the cj is crossed by the flow c’, we denote by U( rl,>) the union of closed cells that the flow 
c’ will reach after it crosses rij, and denote by U( ri;) the union of closed cells that the flow c’ has 
reached before it arrives at rij. We introduce the following notation: 
if (x, y) E U(qG) \ U(q;), 
otherwise, or when c’ does not cross rij. (1.7) 
According to these definitions, the following representation formula of bivariate splines holds 
(291. 
Theorem 1.3. For every s(x, y) E $!(A), we have 
‘(X9 Y>=P(x, Y>+ C[lij(X, Y)]!i*‘* Qij(x, _Y), 
z 
(1.8) 
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where p( x, y) E P, is the representation ofs(x, y) in the source cell D,, X:,- denotes the summation 
over all grid-segment crossed by c’, Qij( x, y) is the smoothing cofactor across r,,: I,,( x, y) = 0, and 
C crosses r; j from 0, to 0,. 
Observe that for any given partition A of D and certain flow curve c’, in order that s( x, 
y) E S/(A), if and only if both the representation formula (1.8) and the global conformality 
condition (1.4) hold. 
From now on, we will suppose that the partition J consists of line segments. A is called the 
cross-cut partition, if A consists of some straight lines which are cross over the D [7,28]. The 
following results can be obtained [28]: 
Corollary 1.3. Let A be a cross-cut partition, and 0 Q p < k - 1. Then the non-degenerate bivariate 
spline s( x, y) E Si( A) \ P, does always exist. 
Corollary 1.4. Let A be any given partition of D, and p be any given non-negative integer. Then 
there exists a large enough positive integer k, such thar the non-degenerate s(x, y) E S:(A) does 
exist. 
In [29], we used Theorem 1.3 as a basic tool for establishing the general theory of interpolation 
for bivariate splines under general partitions. 
2. The dimension and basis of some bivariate spline spaces 
It is important for theories and applications to study how we can determine the dimension, 
and obtain a basis of space S;(A). 
It is well known that the dimension problem was first formally proposed by Strang in [27], 
where several conjectures were made. 
According to Theorem 1.2 or Corollary 1.2, to determine the dimension of S:(A), it is 
sufficient to calculate the rank T of matrix (GCC] corresponding to the global conformality 
condition (1.4). 
There exist some cases, such that the rank T of the matrix [GCC] will be not hard to calculate. 
As we will see later, for example, when the partition is the cross-cut partition or quasi cross-cut 
partition, the rank T can be calculated by means of the ‘isolated’ property of all interior 
gridpoints. 
Let D be a simply connected domain in R *. next we will study the dimension of S!(A), where 
A is an arbitrary cross-cut partition of D. 
Let (ai, Pi),..., (a,,, &) be pairwise linearly independent ordered pairs; that is, aiPj ++qj/3; 
for i#j, i, j= l,..., n, and V, be the vector space corresponding to the conformality condition 
at the origin 0: 
v,= (qp..., 
i 
4,): e qi(X, y)(aix + p,V)‘+’ s ‘9 ql9*‘*7 4, E ‘k-/L-l ) 1 (2.1) i-l 
whereO<p<k-1. 
Denote by d:(n) the dimension of V,. In [25], Schumaker gave a formula for di( n). The 
following is a different formulation of Schumaker’s result (cf. [12]): 
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Lemma 2.1. 
dr(“)=tik_B-[~])+((n-l)k-(n+l)~+(n-3)+(n-l)[~]i,(2.2) 
where [x] is the integer part of x. 
The following theorem was pointed out in [12]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a simp& connected domain in R * and A, a cross-cut partition of D with L 
cross-cuts and V interior grid-points A,, . . ., A, in D such that ni cross-cuts intersect at A;, 
i= l,..., V. Then the dimension of the bivariate spline space St( A,), 0 < ~1 Q k - 1, is 
(2.3) 
In order to give a basis of S[(A,), we have to make the use of the following notations. Let 
r ,, . . . , I’, be the cross-cuts of the partition A,, and let rj lie on the line 
y;: six + b,y + ci = 0, i = 1,. . ., L. 
Let D, be a source cell in this partition such that a part of the boundary of D, lies on aD. Since 
each ri is a cross-cut of D and D is simply connected, it separates D into two cells Di and 0,’ 
where D, c 0:. We define a bivariate spline function (q)# by 
K::)pb~ Y) = 
i 
six + b,y + ci, if (x9 y) E Dip 
o 
3 if (x, JJ) E D,‘U c, 
(24 
and define (c)#“‘l by 
(rl);,“‘(X9 v> = (Vi)&, Y))‘+l. (2.9 
Using the fundamental solution space of the conformality condition at each interior grid-point, 
we may define cone spline functions si;,( x, y ), i = 1,. . . , V, t = 1,. . . , ni (cf. [12]). We have: 
Theorem 2.2. The collection of bivariate splines 
&= (x”yyb, ~‘y~(T~)~+~(x, y), si;,(x, y): 0 (a + b < k, 
O<c+dgk-p-1, u=l,..., L,i=l,..., Vandt=l,..., ni J 
is a basis of S[(A,). 
A grid partition A, of a simply connected domain D will be called a quasi-cross-cut partition 
if each of its grid segments lies either on a cross-cut of D or on a ray in D that starts at a interior 
grid-point and terminates on CID. The following result holds [12]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let D be a simply connected domain, and A, a quasi-cross-cut partition of D 
consisting of L cross-cuts, a finite number of rays, and V interior gridpoints A,, . . . , A,, such that the 
total number of cross-cuts and rays sharing the interior grid-point Ai is Ni, i = 1,. . . , V. Then the 
dimension of S[(A,,), 0 G p < k - 1, is also given by (2.3). 
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Recently, a basis of .!$‘(A,,) has been found [32]. Of course. some of the basis functions will be 
somewhat implicit. A cross-cut partition is said to be a simple cross-cut grid partition if no more 
than two cross-cuts meet at an interior grid-point. We can now at once obtain the following (7) 
Corollary 2.1. Let A,, be a simple cross-cut partition of a simply connected domain D. Then 
dim S[(A,) = (k;2)+L(k-;+1)+Vd:(2), (2.6) 
and a basis of Sl( A ,) is given by 
.G?= xOyyb, 
1 
x~_#(~;),“‘(x, y), x/r”(r,)l”(r,),“‘(x, y): u # v, r, n r,n D + 9, 
O<a+bgk,O<c+d<k-p-l,O<f+g<k-2p-2,i,u,v=l,...,L, 
) 
where 0 Q p < k - 1, L is the number of all cross-cuts, V is the number of all interior grid-points, 
and the functions x/y”< r ) P+ * u # (x7 Y)-K)&+lk Y) are to be deleted if k -C 2~ + 2. 
Because the rectangular grid partition is a special case of the simple cross-cut grid partition, 
the result corresponding to Corollary 2.1 will hold (cf. [7]). 
We know that Dahmen and Micchelli have already obtained a spanning set of space S[(A,). 
Their main tool for giving this spanning set is bivariate truncated power functions (cf. [18,19,20]). 
A bivariate spline function s(x, y) is said to be a B-spline, if it identically vanishes outside its 
supporting Jordan curve, and is strictly positive inside this curve. Using (2.2), we have [3,12,18,20]: 
Proposition 2.1. Let s( x, y) be a bivariate B-spline in St(A), 0 < p Q k - 1, whose supporting 
curve is a convex polygon F with vertices Ai. For each i, let Ni be the number of grid-segments on or 
inside F with Ai as the common interior grid-point. Then 
K> (k+ l)/(k-y). 
Let D be the rectangle D = [a, b] 8 [c, d]. We use the horizontal and vertical lines x - xi = 0 
and y - yj = 0, i = 1,. . . , m - 1, j = 1,. . . , n - 1 to partition D into mn rectangular cells 
Dii = [xi, x~+~] 8 [ yj, yj+*]. By drawing the diagonal with positive slope in each D,,, we obtain 
a uni-diagonal triangulation A(:,,; and by drawing in both diagonals of each D,,, we obtain a 
criss-cross triangulation A($,. A(& and A(,$ are sometimes called the type-l and type-2 
triangulation respectively. A triangulation A(zn is said to be uniform if the original rectangular 
grid partition is uniform. Hence, a uniform uni-diagonal triangulation gives a three directional 
mesh, while a uniform &s-cross triangulation yields a four directional one. These two partitions 
are very important in finite element methods and smooth surface fitting. In [12], we obtained: 
Corollary 2.2. Let A$,, and A(i),, be uniform grid pa rtition of D as described. Then the dimension of 
the spaces S[(A(z”), i = 1, 2 are 
dimS~(A(~~)=(k~2)+(2m+2n-3)(k-~+l)+(m-l)(n-l)d:(3) (2.7) 





Note that Schumaker [25] showed dim S[(A$,) for 1 G p G k - 1, where 2 Q k G 4 and 
dim Si(A(iL), where 2 < k Q 4 by using different method. 
Suppose that A(L),, and A(:; are non-uniform grid partitions of D, then Corollary 2.2 does not 
hold. We note, however, that Schumaker [26] showed the dimensions of Si(A(AL) and Si(A(,$,) 
(0 < p ( 2) do not change with the uniformity of the grid partitions. It was pointed out in [31], 
where A($, i = 1, 2 are non-uniform grid partitions, the dimensions of spaces S[( A$,) (p 2 2), 
and S[( A$) (CL 2 3) will be different from those formulas corresponding to uniform grid 
partitions. We now turn to this. We need the following notations. Denote by N, the number of 
interior grid-points which are passed through r lines with different slopes, and let 
2~+3--n-+-l) . 
According to (2.2) if k > p + (p + l)/(n - l), then 
d;(n) = (n - l)(k-;+l) -(p+ l)(k-CL)++, P), 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
andif k<p+(p+l)/(n-l), then d[(n)=O. 
Let us label all interior grid-points in order of the unicursal, and use (2.11) to calculate 
successively the dimensions of solution space of linear equations defined by the conformality 
condition at each interior grid-point. The following two theorems hold [31]. 
Theorem 2.5. For any given grid partition A$,, of domain D, the following formula always holds 
-(m - l)(n - lh : l& P;+ N,d3, d + Q(4, d, (2.12) 
when k > p + f(p + 1). 
Theorem 2.6. For any given grid partition A$,, of domain D, the following formula always holds 




when k > /.L + +(p + 1). 
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It is clear that dim S,“(A$,,) is dependent on the uniformity of partition A(,!,),,. In fact, we have 
(k>,4) 
dim Si( AZ,,) = mnk2 - 3(2 mn-m--_)k+8mn-6(m+n)+6+N,. (2.14) 
As for the space S,‘( A$,,), we have 
dim S:(A$“)=lO+L, (2.15) 
where L is the number of cross-cuts. 
As pointed out by Morgan and Scott [23] (also cf. [12,25]), the dimension of $(A) depends 
very heavily on the geometry of the partition A. 
We next discuss the function with minimum support in S:(AJtj,) where the criss-cross 
triangulation A$,!, is not necessarily uniform triangulation. We use the notation: hi = xi - xi-i, 
k, =yj -yi_l, Ai = hj/(hi + hi+l), Ai = 1 - Ai, Bi = kj/(kj + kj+,), B,! = 1 - Bj. The B-spline 
with support which is shown by Fig. 1 can be obtained by solving fairly complicated linear 
equations that arise from the global conformality condition, so that the information on minimum 
Fig. 1. 
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support can be obtained simultaneously [15,16]. We will denote this B-spline by B;,. Since a 
bivariate quadratic polynomial on a triangle is uniquely determined by its values at the three 
vertices and the mid-points of the sides of the triangle, only these values are given in Fig. 1. 
Some of the important properties of B,j are included in the following [15,16] 
Theorem 2.7. Let x_~-cx_~ <a=~,< ... <x,=b<x,+, <x,+~ andy_,<y_, <c=y,< 
. . . = d<y,+, <y,,+*. Then 
(a;$r -l<igm and -l<j<n, Bij is unique and strictly positive inside its support, and 
every function in $( A(&) supported by the support of Bij is a constant multiple of Bij; 
(b) for all (x, y)~D=[a, b] @ [c, d], 
f i Bii(x, y)=l; 
j--l j=-l 
(c) for ~11 (x, y ) E Q 
t k ( -l)i+‘hi+lkj+iBij(x, y) = 0; 
ic-1 is-1 
(d) for each (i,, j,), - 1 < i, < m and - 1 Q j,, < n, the collection 
{Bij: (i, j)#(i,,,j,,), -l<i<m, -l<j<n} 
is a basis of Sj( A”’ ) mn * 
When A(:; is a uniform c&-cross triangulation, the B-spline B,, was first constructed in a 
different form in [32] and its algebraic and approximation properties were obtained in [lo]. 
For uniform crisscross triangulations A,,,,, , (2) Dahmen and Micchelli already showed in [21] that 
whenever 
c cijB(x - i, y-j]x,)=O, (x, y)ER’, 
i. jCZ 
then cij = (- l)‘+jp( i, j) where for some a,, 
m,-I ml,-1 
P(XY Y) = c c %(x+Y)‘(Y -4’, 
I-O r-o 
B(x]X) is the box spline defined by [2,3], and 
XM=_(e*,L..,et_,u, e2+e’ ,..., e’+e’, e2-e’ ,..., e2-e*}, 
ml m2 m3 m4 
where et = (1, 0), e’(O, 1). thus discarding any m3m4 of the box splines B(. - i, . - j]X,) whose 
support intersects a given domain 0 c R2 the remaining translates form a basis for 
span B(.- i, 
1 
. - jlX,)l,: span B(. - i, ~-jlXM)nd2zp). 
Denote by S[,, the space S[( hA) that the triangulation is determined by multi-integer translates 
of the four lines x = 0, y = 0, x-y= 0 and x +y = 0. It was pointed out in [21], the 
approximation properties of S[,, are completely governed by those of the space spanned by the 
translated of all box splines contained in Si.,. 
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It is well known that Morgan and Scott have already shown the exact dimension of S:(A) 
(k > 5) for which the partition A may be any given triangulation [24]. 
Theorem 2.8. For any given triangulation A of D, and k > 5, the following formula holds 
dimSi(A)=+(k+l)(k+2)T-(2k+1)E,,+3VO+S2, 
where T is the number of triangles, E, is the number of grid segments, V, is the number of interior 
grid-points, and Jz is the number of so-called ‘singular’ interior grid-points for which the adjacent 
grid segments of each grid segment are collinear. 
Morgan and Scott [24] also described the structure of $(A) completely for k >, 5 by exhibiting 
a nodal basis for S:(A). 
So far the following question is still open: For any given grid partition A of domain D, what is 
the exact dimension of S[(A)? An affirmative answer to this question would be very useful. 
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.1, we can decide how ‘well’ the bivariate splines 
in g:(N) = U,S[( A( N, c)) approximate, where N is the number of different directions of all 
simple cross-cuts, and c denote a collection of all such as above simple cross-cut partitions. That 
is, we have the following [2,7] 
Corollary 2.3. The closure of $‘( N) in the topology of uni$orm convergence on compact subsets of D 
isC(D) ifandonlyifp<$(k-2). Ifp>>(k-2), then theclosureof$!(N) is thespaceof 
continuous functions of the form 
pk(x, Y) + i dx9 y)f,h + kyh 
i-1 
wherep, E P,, qi E lPDk_P_l, i = l,..., N, each fi is continuous function of univariate, and (a,, b, ). 
i=l , . . . , N are those different directions of cross-cuts. 
Furthermore, for uniform uni-diagonal triangulation A, of the whole R *, de Boor and DeVore 
[2] showed an interesting result as follows 
Theorem 2.9. U,S[(A,) is dense in C(R’) if and only if p < f(2k - 2). If p > f(2k - 2), then 
every s( x, y) E Sl( A,,) can be represented on R : as a linear combination of the truncated powers in 
( xpyq, (x - x;)p+.P, X"(_Y-_Yj)Tv (X-_Y-Xi)P+(X+Y)4: p, 420; P+qfk; 
p, q z p + 1, whenever they exponentiate a truncated function } . 
In the following paragraph we briefly describe some bases for spaces of bivariate cubic and 
quartic splines on type-l uniform triangulations. Let D = [0, m] @ [0, n 1, where m and n are 
positive integers. The partition Atfl,: x = i, y =j, x -y = k; i = 1,. . . , m - 1, j = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
k = -n + l,..., m - 1. By virtue of Proposition 2.1, a necessary condition for the existence of a 
B-spline in S[(A$“) is that k and p must satisfy 
k >, $(3/.4 + 2). (2.18) 
In practice, spline spaces in C”(D) with the lowest possible degrees are more useful. So the 
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important spaces to study are Sp(A’A),,), $(A’,!,),,), .S,‘(A’,!,\), $(A(&), and so on. 
Fredrickson [22] gave a cubic B-spline B’. The boundary of the support of B’ is a polygon 
with vertices (0, l), (- 1, 0), (- 1, - 2), (0, - 2) (2, 0), and (2, 1). Using area coordinates, the 
polynomial pieces of B’ on some triangles are: QAsF = a3, QABc = a’( a + 3c), QADc = 3( a + d)2 
- 2( a3 + d3) - 3ad( a + d), and QADE = 1 + 3(u + d) - 3(u2 + d2) - 3ud(u + d), where A = (1, 
0), B = (2, l), C = (1, l), D = (0, 0), E = (0, -l), and F= (2, 1). 
From B’, we may define B2 by B’(x, y) = B’( -x, -y). According to Corollary 2.2, 
dim $(A$),,) = 2( m + 2)( n + 2) - 5. Let Bc(x, y) = BP(x - i, y -j), p = 1, 2, and introduce 
the index sets sZP = {(i, j): B$ does not vanish identically on O}, and L?,(i,, j,; . . .; i,, 
j,) = fiP \ {(i,, j,), . . . , (i,, j,)}. The following theorem holds [14]: 
Theorem 2.10. The collection 
.G?= (BI:, Bi: (i, j) E a,( m, n + l), (s, t) E Q2(m + 1, n; m + 1, n - 1)) 
is a basis of S: ( A(A),, ).
We gave a general criteria for choosing a basis of the space $(A$,) (cf. [14]). 
Denote by &,‘(A$,,) the space of all functions in S,“( A$,,) which are locally supported elative 
to D (cf. [14]). As had been pointed out in [14], 
IS~(A$)=span{F re rtc d ’ k son’s quartic B-spline and its translation}, 
and 
Si (A(A),,) = /.Si (A(:;) @ span { some of truncated powers}. 
By means of the box splines, de Boor and Hiillig [3] had completely solved the problem of 
basis for every space S&‘+)(A$,,), p = 0, 1, 2, 3,. . . , where k(p) = i(3~ + 1) + 1. They showed a 
most important property: the approximation properties of S[,, are totally determined by the 
space spanned by the translates of all box splines contained in S&, where S[,, denote the space 
of all p times continuously differentiable piecewise polynomials on the scaled triangulation hA 
(cf. [31). 
We now turn to describe some problems concerning bivariate splines on the rectangle D = [a, 
b] @ [c, d] which satisfy certain boundary conditions. When partition A is a rectangulation, 
some important results were described by Dahmen and Micchelli in [20] (cf. [4]). Here we do not 
repeat those results. 
Let the partition A be either A$),, or AZ,,. Define 
S[+(A) = (s E St(A): D$I,,, = D:s~,,~ = D$l,,_C = Djsl,,_,= 0, i = 0,. . . , a), 
where D, = a/ax, and Dy = a/ay. Such spaces will be of special interest in surface fitting, finite 
element, and Ritz-Galerkin’s methods. 
For uniform type-l triangulation A(zn, using special cone sp t;*‘e functions, we can obtain the 
following theorem [5]. 
Theorem 2.11. For all m, n z 1, we have 
dim $*‘(A?,,) = 2mn - 1. (2.19) 
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Using the B-spline basis of Sj(A(z”) shown by Theorem 2.10, we can obtain a number of local 
support splines which belong to the spaces $.“(A$,) for all m, n >, 3. All of these B-splines will 
have supports which are smaller than 3 squares by 3 squares (cf. [5]). It was pointed out in [5]. 
however, that any basis for the spline space $*“(A$,) must include at least one basis element 
which is global in the following sense. 
A spline s E $*“(A$,,) is called global provided it satisfies 
(i) D,s(a, .) s 0 and D&b, -) s 0, or 
(ii) D,,s( -, c) s 0 and D,,s( . , d) s 0. 
For the space Si*‘(A$,), we have [5]: 
Theorem 2.12. For all m, n z 1, 
dim S:*‘(At),,) = 2(m - 2)+(n - 2)+, (2.20) 
and a basis for this space is given by the B-splines 
( B:j+l, B~+~,j],“_~f;~~‘~ (2.21) 
where Bif j and B,fj are defined by Theorem 2. IO. 
For the uniform type-2 triangulation A$),,, using the B-spline basis of $(A(,$,) given by 
Theorem 2.7, we obtain [6]: 
Theorem 2.13. (i) For all m, n >, 2, 
dim $*O( A:),,) = mn - 1, (2.22) 
and a basis for the space .$*“(A(~~) may be given by some of the linear combinations of B-splines of 
space Sj( A(‘) ) ( cjI Theorem 2.7). 
(ii) For ,“ii m, n 2 1, 
dim $*‘(A$),,) = (m - 2)+(n - 2)+, (2.23) 
and a basis for this space is given by the B-splines of 
( Bij: support[ Bij] \ D = a), (2.24) 
where B-spline Bij are defined by Theorem 2.7. 
For non-uniform type-2 triangulation A$),, the spaces $*“(A(&) and $*‘(A(,$,) were studied 
in [32]. 
3. On the space of higher dimensional splines 
In order to give as clear a presentation as possible, only spline functions of three variables will 
be discussed. It will be clear that the following results can be generalized to an arbitrary higher 
dimensional setting. 
Let D be a domain in W3, and T a lattice of planes that divide D into a finite number of cells. 
Each boundary face that separates two adjacent cells will be called an interior face, the edges of 
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intersection of the partition T that lie in D are called interior edges, and the points of 
intersection of some of interior edges are called interior lattice points. let PJ, = Pk( x, y, z) denote 
the collection of all 3-dimensional polynomials with real coefficients and total degree k as 
follows: 
k k-i k-i-j 
P(x7 _YY z)’ C C C cij~x’_Yjz’~ 
i-Oj=O I=0 
where cjj, are real numbers. A function s in CP( D) will be called a 3-dimensional spline function 
of degree (k, I_C) on the the partition T if the restriction of s to each cell of this partition is in 
P,(x, y, z). The collection of all these 3-dimensional spline functions will be denoted by 
S,“.,(T) = S[.,( T; D). The following result can be obtained [30]: 
Lemma 3.1. Let 0, and 0, be two a&acent cells of the partition T with common interior face TLij: 
ai,x + bijy + cijz + dij = 0, and the representation of function s(x, y, z) on Di and Dj be 
polynomials in Pk( x, y, z) given by p,(x, y, z) and pj( x, y, z) respectively. Then s(x, y, 
z) E S[( T, D, U Dj) if and only if 
pi(x, y, Z> -pj(x, y, Z) = (lij(x, y, Z))‘+’ * Qij(x, Y, Z), 
where lij = aijx + b,,y + cijz + d,,, and Q,j(x, y, z) E pk_t_I. 
(3.1) 
The polynomial Qij(x, y, z) in (3.1) is called the smoothing cofactor of the function s(x, y, 
z) across IIij from Dj to Di. We call the following condition the edge conformality condition at 
interior edge L of the partition T [30] 
C[lij(xT y, z)]“‘Qij(x, _J’v Z)=Oo, (3.2) 
L 
where C, denotes the sum for all interior faces which are passing through the interior edge L, 
these interior faces I’Iij: lij(x, y, I) = 0 ordered in the right-hand screw rule with a certain 
direction of L, and the Qij(x, y, z) is a smoothing cofactor of s(x, y, z) across nij again 
travelling in the above rule. 
Let L,, . . . , L, be all interior edges of T, we call [30] 
C[lijr(x, y, Z)]PCIQijr(X, _Y, z)EO, r=l,...,M (3.3) 
L, 
the global conformality condition of the partition T, where for each r, the mean of (3.3) is the 
same as stated in (3.2). 
We now turn to give a theorem of existence as follows [30]: 
Theorem 3.1. Let T be any partition of D. The function s(x, y, z) is a 3-dimensional spline 
belonging to $$( T), if and only if for any interior face l7,,, there exists a smoothing cofactor 
Qij(x, y, z) of the function s(x, y, z), and the global conformality condition (3.3) is satisfied 
It is not difficult to verify the following [31]: 
Theorem 3.2. 
(3.4) 
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where 17 is the number of a/l interior faces, and r is the rank of coefficient matrix of linear equations 
determined by the global conformality condition (3.3). 
Let D = [a,, b,] @ [a,, &I @ [a,, b,l, and T,,,, denote a rectangular parallepiped partition 
consisting of the planes x=xj (i=l,..., m), y=y, (j=l,..., n), and z==, (r=l,..., I), 
where a,<~,< ..a <x,<b,, a,cy,c *.. <y,,<b,, and a3<z,< *a. <z,<b,. We have 
[33]: 




and a basic of Q( Tm,,) is given by 
B = ( xaybzc, x“y’z’( x - xi);+‘, xdy’z/( y - r,)‘,+‘,x”u’z’( z - z,):+‘, 
xgy”zr(x - Xi)‘,“( y - yj):+‘,XgyhZP( y - y,)‘,+‘(z - z,):+l, 
xgyhzr(z - zJ:+‘(x - Xj):+‘,XUyUzW(X - x;):+‘(y - y,):+‘(z - zJt+‘: 
O<a+b+c<k,Oqd+e+f<k-p-1, 
O<g+h+p<k-2/v-- 2,O<u+u+wfk-3p--3, 
i= l,..., m-l,j=l,..., n-l, r=l,..., i-l}. (3.6) 
Let T be a collection of all such as above rectangular parallepiped partitions of D, and 
S$( T) = { S[,,(T,,,): T,,, E T}. It can be seen from Theorem 3.3 that the following corollary 
holds [33]. 
Corollary 3.1. The closure of l&(T) in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subjects of 
Disc(D) ifandonIyifp<f(k-3). IfS(k-3)<p<f(k-2), thenthisclosureisthespace 
consisting of all functions 
Pkb, Y, z)+q,k Y, z)f(x)+qz(x, Y9 4dY)+&~ YT 4w 
+t,(x, y, +4x, y> +$(x9 Y, dU(Y, d +&7 Y, +b7 4; 
if p > t( k - 2), then this closure is the space consisting of all functions 
pk(x, y, z) +41(x, Y, z)f(x) +42(x, Y, My) +qk Y, z)h(d, 
wherep, E Pk, ql, q2, q3 E pk_,,_,, t,, t,, t3 E ltpk_2,,-2, andf, g, h, u, 0, w E C. 
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